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PREFACE

Several information systems have been developed a t RCnD
and i t was f e l t tha t a s ingle set of general purpose boards
could be developed for use with any system to o b v i a t e t he
necessi ty to develop new boards for each project . Such a set of
VME bus based boards has now been developed for use in several
projects.

The boards have now being incorpora ted in Channel
Temperature Monitoring systems for NAPP-2 and KAPP (Ref. 1),
Digital Disturbance Recording systems (Ref. 2) for KAPP-1 and
MAPS - 1 and 2 and subsequently for KAPP-2 and NAPP -1 and 2,
and Programmable Digital. Comparator Display Unit for KAPP-1 and
subsequently for KAPP-2. The boards are also being used for
several systems currently under development, including Channel
Temperature Monitoring systems, Disturbance Analysis systems
and Electr ical SCADA systems for RAPP - 1,2,3, and 4, and,
Kaiga - 1 and 2.

The authors express their gratitude to Shri A. Kakodkar,
D i r e c t o r , Reactor Design and Development Group for h i s
encouragement during development of these boards.

The authors are grateful to Shri G. Govindarajan, Head,
Reactor Conti'ol Division for guidance and encouragement during
the course of development of these boards.

The authors also thank Shri Ch. Surendar, Director (Erigg.)
NPC 500 MWe and Shri K. Natarajan, Chief Engineer (C and I ) ,
NPC for entrusting us with several projects and providing us
the oppor tun i ty to develop these boards and use them so
extensively.

The authors thank Shri S. V. Deshpande for developing an
earl ier version of the CPU-86 board, and Shri Y. S. Mayya for
developing an earl ier version of the communication board. The
authors also thank Shri B. P. Dubey, Shri A. B. Khandekar, Shri
U. W. Vaidya and Shri N. B. P a t i l for s eve ra l useful
discussions during the development of these boards.
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1 . INTRODUCTION

The use of semiconductor technology provides a

microcomputer system designer a choice of three levels of

integration; the level chosen depends on the requirements of

the specific application. Thus, embedded systems are chip

based, take long design cycles and require support of

development aids. Large, stand alone, applications require

fully integrated, standard, (and, expensive) microcomputer

systems. Microcomputer system boards provide the optimum design

cycle time and hardware cost for the vast intermediate range of

applications between these extremes.

Microcomputer system boards are populated, functional

printed circuit boards which can be connected together in

different configurations to assemble computers with desired

functions. The boards are designed to slide into a cage and

plug into connectors on a motherboard. These must conform to

certain mechanical, electrical and logical standards to ensure

compatibility. Such standards, defined as buses, include

specifications such as board size, connector, data transfer

protocol, bus arbitration etc.

Standardization of a bus and backplane boards can provide

considerable savings in engineering time, prototyping, testing

and evaluation costs and maintenance.

The choice of VME bus subset for boards designed in 1987

for 8 bit CPUs (Ref. 3) has now proved to be judicious. Today

VME continues to enjoy wide international support in three

major appl ica t ion a reas . These include process control,

laboratory automation for experiments, and, super-minis.

The following specific boards have been designed

fabricated and tested. Most of these have been designed to

to be laid out to specifications laid down for use in high

1



reliability applications.

1. CPU86: This module, basrcJ mi 8086 with 8087 as coprocessor,

has 256K bytes of memory, two optically isolated RS-232-C

compatible serial ports, a programmable timer and a mono master

VME bus interface with .a real time multitasking executive.

2. COM MOD VME: This is an intelligent communication module

based on 8085 with 8/16K of local ROM and 8K of local RAM. 16K

of dual ported RAM has been provided which can be accessed both

by 8085 and host CPU. The communication link can be either RS-

232-C or RS422. This moduJe supports both synchronous and

asynchronous protocol. It is interfaced to VME bus.

3. EMSI: EMSI module provides 256 Kbytes of RAM and four RS-

232-C compatible optically isolated serial communication

channels. It interfaces to the VME bus on PI connector.

4. SPI: This module acts as an interface between VME bus and a

proprietary I/O bus. It has two optically isolated RS-232-C

serial ports, optically isolated one 8 bit parallel input port

and one 8 bit output port.

5. AIM: This module accepts 32 single ended voltage inputs and

cnverts them to a 12 bit digital value. It is interfaced to I/O

bus.

6. ROM: This module provides 16 relay contact outputs. It is

interfaced to I/O bus.

7. WATCH DOG: This module monitors the health of CPU. It

provides relay contact output for annunciation in case of CPU

faiI urn.

8. RIM: This module accepts 32 resistance inputs. Using a

constant current source these inputs are converted to voltages

which are subsequently digitized to 12 bit resolution. It is

interfaced to I/O bus.

2



9. RMM: This non bussed module accepts 64- voltage inputs and

gives out 32 outputs. The multiplexing is done using relays.

10. COM MOD PC: This is an intelligent communication module

based on 8085 with 8/16K of local ROM and 8K of local RAM. 32K

of dual ported RAM has been provided which can be acces&ad both

by 8085 and host CPU. The communication link can be either RS-

232-C or RS4 22. This module supports both synchronous and

asynchronous protocol. It occupies one slot in PC backplane.

These modules can be used t.o configure a system as shown

in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 1 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION



2. CPU-86 MODULE

2.0. Introduction

The CPU-86 module (Fig. 2.) uses Intel 8086 as CPU and a

high performance numeric data coprocessor, Intel 8087 wired in

parallel. An on board clock generator 8284 divides the crystal

frequency (14.31818 MHz) by 3 and feeds it to the CPU and the

co-processor. The processor can be reset by pressing the push

button mounted on the facia panel. This reset is an input to

8284 which in turn provides a synchronized high going pulse of

proper duration to reset the processor and the coprocessor.

The 8086 is used in maximum mode and hence a bus

controller 8288 is used to decode the status signals S0.S1, and

S2 to generate read, write, interrupt acknowledge etc.

2.1. Memory

256 Kbytes of memory is made available on board by using

32 Kbyte memory chips. This is divided into 2 banks of 128

Kbytes each. The memory may be RAM, EPROM or EEPROM and the

density of the memory ICs can be either 8K,16K,32K or 64k. Both

the address lines A18 and A19 need to be either clow' or

'high' to select on-board memory.

The selection of RAM or EPROM and the density of the chip

used is done by means of jumpers provided on board as shown on

the next page.



IC No. Memory address Range

U13.U14 EOOOO-EFFFF 64K

U20.U21 FOOOO-FFFFF 64K

U26.U27 00OOO-OFFFF 64K

U32.U33 1OOOO-1FFFF 64K

2 . 2 . Bus I n t e r f a c e

The module i n t e r f a c e s to VME bus on PI connector . All

the address l i n e s , data l i n e s , system clock, system r e s e t ,

address strobe, IO/M, and MEM (generated on board) signals are

buffered using 54LS245 and brought on the VME bus. Data strobe

signals DSO, DS1 are generated from read, advance memory and

I/O write (AMWC, AIOWC), ADO and BHE. DS1 goes'low'on even

byte (AO 'low') and data is placed on D8-D15 on the VME bus.

DSO goes'low' on odd byte (BHE 'low') and data i s placed on

D0-D7 on the VME bus. The write signal on VME bus is generated

from SO and SI.

2.3 . System Controller

8284 has two ready input s i g n a l s RDY1 and RDY2.

Internally both are OR-ed and the output READY is connected to

READY line of 8086. In the beginning of each bus cycle, the

READY line is pulled 'low'. In case of on-board memory or I/O

access, RDY1 goes 'high' and pulls the CPU READY 'high ' . In

case of off-board access, data transfer acknowledge DTACK pulls

RDY2 'high' and hence the CPU READY 'high' . In case DTACK is

not r e c e i v e d , a f t e r 25G system c l o c k s , to i n d i c a t e the

occurrence of bus error an interrupt is generated at the non-

maskable interrupt (KMI) of 8086 and the READY line is pulled

'high' so a.s to release tho bus.

G
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2.4. Timer

NEC 71054, the Triple Programmable Timer/Counter is used

on the module. I t is functional and pin compatible to

8254 of Intel. The outputs of timer 1 and 2 are connected to

clock inputs of 8274 (Multiprotocol Serial Controller MPSC) and

can be programmed to generate the desired baud rate. The timer

0 can be programmed to generate time slice interrupts on the

non-vectored interrupt INTR of the CPU for use in real time

operation.

2.5. Serial Interface

Two RS-232-C ports are available on the board using MPSC

8274. The baud-rate is programmable but transmit and receive

Jines of a port have same baud rate. The conversion from TTL

levels to RS-232-C levels is done by using opto-couplers. At

the front end of the module there are two 9-pin D-type (plug)

connectors for interfacing to RS-232-C compatible peripherals.

In order to isolate the devices from the system , provision is

made to feed isolated supply (+15V and -15V) externally.

2.6. Coprocessor

The 8087 provides functions meant specifically for high

performance numeric processLng requirement. The speed of

numeric computation is enhanced because trigonometric

logarithmic and exponential functions are b u i l t in to i t s

hardware. The CPU status (S0-S2) and queue status (QS0-QS1)

enable the 8087 to monitor and decode the instructions in

synchronization. When executing an instruction, i t pulls i t s

BUSY line,which is connected to the TEST line of 8086, 'high'.

The CPU WAIT instruction tests this signal to check the status

of 8087. The 8087 uses one of the request/grant lines of 8086

(RQ/GT0) to obtain control of the local bus for data transfer.



2.7. Itoal TJ.IUG Muil.i Tasking Kxocutive

A real Lime multi tasking executive provides facilities

to manage multiple processes, their resources, communication

between them and event synchronization. A ROM based version

resides on this board. (Ref. 4).

Calient features

- 8086 (Max mode, 5 MHz) with 8087 NDP

- 256K bytes of memory

- Real time Multi tasking executive

- 2 optically isolated RS-232-C serial channels

- 1 programmable timer

- mono master VME bus interface

- consumes 5V/3A



3. COMMUNICATION MODULE (VME)

3.0. Introduction

This is an intel l igent communication module based on

8085, operating at 3 MHz with 16IC of local ROM, 8K of local RAM

and 16 Kbytes of dual port RAM (Fig. 3.). The dual port memory

can be accessed both by the local processor and host which can

be any processor module on VME. I t provides two s e r i a l

communication channels using In t e l Mult iprotocol s e r i a l

controller (8274) which can be programmed for synchronous as

well as asynchronous communication. The module also provides

DMA using Intel 8237-5 (DMA con t ro l l e r ) . This chip provides

four DMA channels which are used by the MPSC for communication

on i t s two serial communication channels.

3.1. Local Memory

The local processor has 8K or 16K of ROM (size is jumper

selectable) and 8K of RAM . The ROM area is mapped from hex

address 0000 to 3FFF. The RAM area is mapped from hex address

4000 to 5FFF. The chip selects for these are generated using
t

programmable array logic.

3.2. Dual port RAM

The module provides 16K of dual port RAM which can be

accessed both by the 8085 processor and the host processor on

the VME bus. The host processor can have byte and word access

to this memory. The memory is implemented using two 8K memory

chips (6264). The arbitration is done using an arbitration

clock of 10 MHZ derived either from the manchester chip or an

8284 { jumper selectable). Locking facility is provided from

both the sides to access semaphores. The requests from both the

sides go to the arbitration circuit where they are served on a

first come first served basis. The arbitration circuit will

10
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generate a grant signal for l.K« side which gains access to the

memory. This signal is used Lu enable the address, data arid

control signal buffers. A wait state generator is provided for

both the s ides . The wait s t a tes are jumper selectable

(in multiples of clock).

3.3. DMA controller

The module provides a DMA controller 8237 which is used

with the MPSC for serial communication. The MPSC can be

programmed to utilize up to four DMA channels. The DMA channels

are assigned as follows-

Channel 0 TxDRQA of 8274

Channel 1 RxDRQA of 8274

Channel 2 TxDRQB of 8274

Channel 3 RxDRQB of 8274

These channels support 8 bit data transfers between 8 bit

I/O (8274) and 8 bit onboard memory. Access to the DMA

controller 8237A-5 which controls these channels is through the

10 addresses (40 to 4F).

3.4. Serial communication

The module provides options of both asynchronous and

synchronous communication using Intel 8274 (MPSC).

3.4.1. Asynchronous communication

The two channels of 8274 can be programmed to operate in

the asynchronous mode. The drivers can either be RS-232-C or

RS-422 depending on the jumper selection. A programmable timer

counter allows various baud rates to be programmed. Modem

control functions provided are CTS and RTS.

12



3.4.2. Synchronous communication

The two communication channels can be programmed to

operate in synchronous mode using SDLC protocol. The output of

the 8274 is given to a nianchester encoder/decoder. The

manchester coded output is given to RS-422 t ransmit ters . I t

accepts manchester coded inputs from RS-422 receivers.

The SDLC protocol control module has the following key

features.

-SDL̂C flag generation and recognition.

-8 bit address recognition.

-automatic zero bit insertion deletion.

-automatic CRC generation and checking »CCITT-16)

3.5. Interrupts

The hardware interrupts of the 8085 are used as follows.

RST 5.5

Connected to INT of 8274. In synchronous communication

the MPSC generates interrupt under various conditions. The MPSC

is used in the non vectored mode.

RST 6.5

Connected to the timer 0 output of progrmmable timer

8254.

RST 7.5

Connected to the EOP (End of process) pin of 8237.

Whenever terminal count is reached in a DMA transfer this pin

gives a low going pulse. This causes an RST 7.5 interrupt to

the 8085.

13



INTR

Whenever the host wanlH l.o interrupt 8085 it should

output data '02'on port address COOl. This sets a latch which

makes the interrupt pin high. The interrupt acknowledge signal

resets the latch and also enables a buffer which puts c.g.ta 'EF'

on the bus which is the code for RST 5. When the CPU is reset

the latch gets reset.

Salient features

- 8085 based Intelligent serial I/O

- 8/16K of local ROM, 8K of local RAM

- synchronous or asynchronous protocol

- dual RS-232C or RS-422 with Manchester

encoder/decoder

- 16K of dual ported RAM

- intorfaced to VME bus

- consumes 5V/3A

14



4. EXTENDED MEMORY SERIAL INTERFACE

4.0. Introduction

EMSI module (Fig. 4.) provides 256 Kbytes of RAM and

four RS-232-C compatible o p t i c a l l y isolated serial

communication channels. It interfaces to the VME bus on PI

connector.

4.1. Bus interface

The module interfaces to the VME bus on PI connector.

Data lines DO to D7 are buffered on the module using

bidirectional transceivers which are enabled when this nodule

is selected. Direction control is done using WR signal. Four

memory chips (odd bank) and two MPSCs are connected to data

lines DO - D7. Timer 8254, 8274 and four memory chips (even

bank) are connected to data lines D8 - D15. If any memory or

peripheral on the module is addressed a module select signal

(active low) is generated. This is used to gate the data strobe

signals (DSO and DS1) of the VME bus. When any one or both of

them go low DSA is asserted. This along with WR from VMS is

used to generate RD and WR signals.

4.2. Data transfer acknowledge

A read or write operation to the module will generate a

data transfer acknowledge signal on the module which is put on

the VME bus. A shift register is used for this purpose. The

clock to this chip can either be taken directly from the VME

bus or after dividing it by two (Jumper selectable). Signal

DSA* after inversion is given to the reset pin of the chip.

Normally the chip is in reset state. When a read or write

operation is performed the reset signal is removed and the

clock propagates through the shift register. DTACK can be

derived from any of the 8 outputs of the shift register (Juaper

15
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selectable). The delay in generating DTACK will be in multiples

of the clock cycle time .

4.3. Memory

The module p r o v i d e s 256 Kby te s of RAM which i s

implemented us ing 8 * 32K memory c h i p s ( 6 2 2 5 6 ) . These a r e

d i v i d e d i n t o two banks of 128K each thus p r o v i d i n g b y t e and

word access .

4.4. Dficoder

Address decoding for memory and peripheral chips (two

MPSCs and timer in memory map) is done using Programmable array

logic. This provides flexibility in mapping their address at

any C4K boundary in 16 Mbyte space. The peripheral chips can

also be I/O mapped (jumper selectable) in the address range

E000 to FFFF.

4.5. Timer

Intel Programmable timer/couter 8254 is used on the board.

The output of timer 1 is given to the transmit and receive

clock inputs of MPSC-1. Counter 1 can be programmed to generate

the desired baud rate for channels 1 and 2. Similarly the

output of timer 2 is given to the transmit and receive clocks

of the two channels of MPSC-2. Their baud rates can be changed

by programming timer 2. The clock to 8254 can be taken directly

from the bus or after dividing it by two (jumper selectable).

This provision is to ensure that 8254 (DC to 10MHz) works with

VME bus clock of 16MHz.

4.6. Serial communication

Four RS-232-C compatible ports are available on board

using two 8274 chips {Multi protocol serial communication

chips). The baud rate of the four channels are programmable in

groups of two. Transmit and receive baud rates for each channel

should be same. The conversion from TTL levels to RS232C levels

17



is done using optoeouplers. These four channels are available

on four 9-pin D type connectors on the front edge of the

module. The signals available are TxD, RxD, CTS and Gnd.

Salient features

- 4 asynohronous serial channels

- RS-232-C drivers/receivers

- programniabJ e baud rate

- 256 Kbytes of RAM

- interfaced to VME bus

- consumes 5V/2.5A

18



5. SERIAL PARALLEL INTERFACE MODULE

5.0. Introduction

This module (Fig. 5.) forms an interface between the VME

bus and the I/O bus. It interfaces with VME on PI connector and

generates I/O bus on P2 connector. Jumpers are provided to

enable I/O to be either I/O mapped or memory mapped. The

address range in both the cases are:

CPU86 —

I/O map 8000-9FFF

Memory map 50000-57FFF (Progra.mmed on PAL)

68000 CPU ~

100000 - 1FFFFF (Programmed on PAL)

5.1. Bus Interface

For selecting this module address lines A13 to A19 are

decoded in case of 8086 CPU and address lines A13 to A23 are

decoded in case of 68000 CPU. After the module is selected, it

uses data strobe signals DSO and DS1 to generate DTACK for VME

bus. VME WR is used to generate RD and WR for the I/O bus. Data

lines from VME are received on bi-directional buffers. These

are again buffered and brought on P2 connector to form a 16-bit

bi-directional data bus for the I/O bus. Al, DSO, DS1 are also

buffered and brought on P2 connector (I/O bus).

The VME address signals A2 and A3 are decoded to generate

4 I/O group address signals GA1-GA4 and A4 and A5 are decoded

to generate 4 more I/O group address signals GB1-GB4. Each I/O

module uses one GA and one GB. It is thus possible to connect

19
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16 I/O modules using one SPI module.

5.2. Serial Interface

Two RS-232-C compatible serial ports are available on

this module using Multiprotocol Serial Controller 8274. The

baud rate is programmable using 8254. Transmit and receive

l ines of both the ports can be set independently. The

conversion from TTL levels l.o RS-232-C levels is done using

opto-couplers. Isolated +15V supplies for the two ports are

provided from DC-DC converter (722) which take +15V as input

from VilE bus and provide two +15V supplies isolated from each

other. The isolated supplies can be made available to the

ports through the two 9-pin D-type connectors at the front

end of the module. The 9-pin D-type connectors are used for

connecting the serial ports to RS-232-C compatible peripherals.

5.3. Parallel Interface

Inte l Programmable Peripheral Interface 8255 is

programmed to provide one 8-bi t parallel input port and one 8-

bit parallel output port. The inputs and outputs are isolated

from the module using opto-couplers.

Salient features

- interfaces VME bus to a proprietary I/O bus

- I/O mapped or memory mapped I/O

- PAL programmable address for memory mapped I/O

- 2 optically isolated RS-232-C serial channels

- optically isolated one 8 bit input port and one

output port

- consumes 5V/2A
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6. ANALOG INPUT MODULE

6.0. Introduction

The module (Fig. 6.) interfaces with the I/O bus on P2

connector. It accepts 32 single ended analog voltage inputs on

a rear end connector through a 50 core flat cable. The inputs

are multiplexed using 8-chanuel multiplexer IH51O8 MJE/883B and

the multiplexed output is Ted to an instrumentation ainpliflier

INA 110 BG. The output of I his amplifier can be offset by any

value using the potentiometer RV3 . The output of this amplifier

is connected to a Sample and Hold IC whose output is connected

to the buffer input of an Analog to Digital converter (ADC).

The ADC used is a 12-bit successive approximation type, ADC85

with a maximum conversion time of 10 microseconds. The

calibration of the ADC is done by adjusting the gain and offset

potentiometers RV2 and RV3. The output of the multiplexers is

connected to ground through a 1 Mega ohm resistor and a MOSFET

switch. This is done to check the multiplexers. The connection

of the resistor to ground is done through a switch instead of

direct connection to avoid the dividing of the input signal.

6.1. Bus Interface

One GA and one GB signal generated on the SPI module is

used to select this module. WR signal along with the module

select is used to latch the channel address sent on the data

bus. The lower 3 data bits (D8-D10) select the desired channel

out of the eight. The next 2 data bits (D11.D12) are decoded to

select one of the four multiplexer chips. D15 is used to

enable/disable the MOSFET switch/multiplexers. The 12 bit data

and status of ADC are read by the CPU, by giving RD and module

select, as one word.
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6.2. Operation

The initial state of U8 (54LS74) outputs are unknown. To

make the output of U8 'LOW, two write commands with DS1 'LOW

are given to give a 'LOW going pulse al the reset pin RD1 of

54LS74. The address of the channel to be selected is also

latched in these write commands. After a delay of about 15

microseconds (this is to allow the selected input to settle at

the input of ADC), another write command (start conversion

command) with DSO "LOW and DS1 'HIGH' is given. The ADC output

is read by a word read after a delay of 15 microseconds.

Multiplexer check is done to find out if there is any

short between input and output of the multiplexers. For this

checki all the multiplexers are disabled by making D15 bit

'HIGH' and giving a write command with DS1 'LOW. This turns

the MOSFET switch to conduct and ground potential (zero volt)

appears at the input of instrumentation amplifier. If there is

a short between input and output of any multiplexer, a positive

voltage will appear at the input of instrumentation amplifier

instead of zero volt and the converted output of the ADC will

not be corresponding to zero volt.

Salient features

- 32 single ended voltage inputs

- resistor programmable common gain of 1 to 1000

- 12 bit ADC with jumper selectable full scale range

- RC filter on all inputs

- interfaced to I/O bus

- consumes 5V/0.5A, +12V/0.1A, -12V/0.1A
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7. RELAY OUTPUT MODULE

7.0. Introduc t i on

This is an I/O module consisting of 16 relays. Each

relay provides 2 changeover contacts. However due to limitation

of available pins on the connector, all these changeover

contacts are not brought out. With the help of Jumpers provided

on the module (Fig. 7.) one can choose any one combination of

contact output for each relay. The combinations are

1. 1 NO and 1 NC

2. 2 NO

3. 2 NC

These 16 relays are mapped as two ports of 8-bits each.

The 16-bit data bus is buffered and latched. The outputs of the

latch 54LS373 are connected to one end of relay coil through

open collector high voltage hex buffer 5407. The other end of

the relay coil is connected to a 24 V supply. The relay

contacts arc terminated on PI.

7.1. Bus Interface

The module is selected using GA and GB signals generated

on SPI module. Write, along with data strobe signals DSO and

DS1 and module select, latches the data of a particular port.

The data on D8-D15 are latched using DS1 and the data on D0-D7

are latched using DSO.

Salient features

- 16 relay outputs

- 2 jumper selectable contact types per relay

- interfaced to I/O bus

- consumes 5V/0.5A, 24V/O.4A
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8. WATCHDOG MODULE

8.0. Introduction

This module (Fig. 8.) consists of two separate sections:

voltage reference section and watch dog section.

8.1. Voltage Reference Section

This section on the module consists of four voltage

divider networks. The outputs of these are buffered and brought

out on a 9 pin D type connector. The purpose of this section is

to generate required fraction of an input voltage whenever thr

input voltage is beyond 10V.

8.2. Watchdog Sect ion

This cons is ts of an o s c i l l a t o r (monoshot 54LS221

connected back to back) of frequency of about 500 Hz. The

output of the oscillator is divided by 256 using two binary

counters (54LS393). The output Q3 of the second counter goes as

clock to a D-type flip-flop whose 'D' input is pulled 'HIGH'.

The output of the flip-flop controls the state of relay (RL1).

In a system, the CPU keeps resetting the counter thereby

preventing the Q3 output of the second counter going 'HIGH'.

If the output goes 'HIGH' due to some fault, the 'Q' output of

the D-type flip-flop is set which will de-energize the relay.

8.3. Bus Interface

This module in terfaces on the I/O bus on the P2

connector. The module is selected when relevant GA and GB lines

are asserted. WR along with GA, GB and DSO are used to reset

the counters. To check the hea]th of the watchdog section,

third (Q2) bit of the second counter can be read on the MSB of

the even byte. If this bit goes 'HIGH' after s tar t ing the
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oscillator, it can be assumed safely that the watch-dog portion

of the module is O.K. RD along with GA, GB and DS1 are used to

read this bit.

Salient features

- watch dog timer settable by hardware

- check on watchdog health

- relay contact output for annunciation

- interfaced to I/O bus

- consumes 5V/0.25A, 2-1V/0.025A
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9. RTD INPUT MODULE

9.0. Introduction

This module (Fig. 9.) accepts 32 resistance inputs on P2

connector and interfaced to I/O bus. The resistance inputs are

converted to voltage by a constant current derived from a

floating constant voltage source REF101. Since single current

source is used, all the resistance inputs are multiplexed using

low ON resistance multiplexers DG508A. The voltage across the

resistance inputs are again multiplexed and the multiplexed

output is connected to an Instrumentation amplifier INA110. The

output of the Instumentation amplifier is connected to a 12 bit

successive approximation type ADC whose conversion time is 10

micro seconds. Provision is made to vary the value of the

current source with the help of a jxjtentioi.neter.

9.1. Bus Interface

This module is selected wlien relevant GA and GB lines are

asserted. A WR pulse with DS1 'low' latches data coming on D8-

D15. Out of these 8 bits, the lower order 3 bits select 1 out

of 8 channels from each multiplexer. The next 4 bits are used

to decode multiplexer selection. A WR pulse with DSO 'low'

gives start conversion command to ADC. The ADC output is read

by a word read.

9.2. Operation

When an address is sent to select one of the inputs, i t

selects two multiplexers. Through one of the multiplexers, a

constant current flows thus developing a voltage across the

input. The other multiplexer connects this voltage input at the

input of Instrumentation amplifier. After the address is sent

to select a particular input, sufficient delay is given for the

input to settle at ADC input before giving start conversion
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command.

Multiplexer check is done to find out if there is any

short between input and output of the multiplexers. For this

check, all the multiplexers are disabled. This turns the MOSFET

switch to conduct and ground potential (zero volt) appears at

the input of instrumentation amplifier. If there is a short

between input and output of any multiplexer, a positive voltage

will appear at the input of instrumentation amplifier instead

of zero volt and the converted output of the ADC will not be

corresponding to zero volt.

Salient features

- 32 resistance inputs

- resistor programmable constant current

- resistor programmable common gain

- 12 bit ADC

- interfaced to I/O bus

- consumes 5V/0.7A, +12V/0.1A, -12V/0.1A
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10. RELAY MULTIPLEXER MODULE

10.0. Introduc tion

This module (Fig. 10.) consists of sixteen relays. Each

relay has two change-over contacts. For fifteen relays, two

ends of the change-over contacts are terminated on a 64 pin

euio connector. The poles of the contacts are terminated on a

50-pin flat cable connector. For the sixteenth relay, two ends

of the change-over contacts are terminated on a 9-pin D-type

connector. The poles of the contacts are terminated on the flat

cable connector as well as the euro connector. The function of

the module is to select one of the two input signals connected

to the two ends of a contact terminated on euro connector/D-

type connector. By switching the supply to the relays ON and

OFF, the contacts can be flipped and the desired signal can be

made available at the flat cabl.<; connector.

Salient features

- accepts 64 analog inputs and gives out 32 outputs

- multiplexing using relays

- non-bussed

- consumes 24V/0.4A
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II. COMMUNICATION MODULE (PC)

11.0. Introduction

I t i s an i n t e l l i g e n t communication module (Fig . 11. )
based on 8085 with 8K of local RAM, 8/16K of local ROM and 32
Kbytes of dual port RAM. This dual port memory can be accessed
both by the local processor and host which i s the PC-AT. I t
p r o v i d e s two s e r i a l communication channe l s which can be
programmed for synchronous as wel l as asynchronous
communication.

11.1. Local Memory

The local processor has 8K or 16K of ROM (size is jumper

selectable) and 8K of RAM. The ROM area is mapped from hex

address 0000 to 3FFF. The RAM area is mapped from hex address

4000 to 5FFF. The chip selects for these are generated using

programmable array logic.

11.2. Dual port. RAM

The module provides 32K of dual port RAM which can be
accessed both by the local 8085 processor and the host
processor on the PC bus. The host processor can have only
byte access to this memory. The memory is implemented using a
32K memory chip (62256). The arbi t ra t ion is done using an
arbitration clock of 10 MHz derived either from the Manchester
chip or 8284 (jumper selectable). Locking facility is provided
from both the sides to access semaphores. The requests from
both the sides go to the arbitration circuit, where they are
served on a f i rs t come f i rs t served basis . The arbi t ra t ion
circuit will generate a grunt signal for the side which gains
access to the memory. This signal is used to enable the address
data and contol signal buffers. A wait s ta te generator is
provided for both the s ides . The wait s taes are jumper
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selectable (multiples of clock).

11.3. DMA controller

The module provides a DMA controller 8237 which is used

with the MPSC for serial communication. The MPSC can be

programmed to utilize up to four DMA channels. The DMA channels

are assigned as follows-

Channel 0 TxDRQA of 8274

Channel 1 RxDRQA of 8274

Channel 2 TxDRQB of 8274

Channel 3 RxDRQB of 8274

These channels support 8 bit data transfers between 8 bit

I/O (8274) and 8 bit onboard memory. Access to the DMA

controller 8237A-5 which controls these channels is through the

I/O addresses (40 to 4F).

11.4. Serial communication

The module provides opt.ions of both asynchronous and

synchronous communication using Intel 8274 (MPSC).

11.4.1. Asynchronous communication

The two channels of 8274 can be programmed to operate in

the asynchronous mode. The drivers can either be RS-232-C or

RS-422 depending on the jumper selection. A programmable timer

counter allows various baud rates to be programmed. Modem

control functions provided are CTS and RTS.

11.4.2. Synchronous communication

The two communication channels can be programmed to
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operate in synchronous mode using SDLC protocol. The output of

the 8274 is given to a manchester encoder/decoder. The

manchester coded output is given to RS-422 transmitters. It

accepts manchester coded inputs from RS-422 receivers.

The SDLC protocol control module has the following key

features.

-SDLC flag generation and recognition.

-8 bit address recognition.

-automatic zero bit insertion deletion.

-automatic CRC generation and checking(CCITT-16)

11.5. Interrupts

The hardware interrupts of the 8085 are used as follows.

RST 5.5

Connected to INT of 8274. In synchronous communication

the MPSC generates interrupt under various conditions. The MPSC

is used in the non vectored mode.

RST 6.5

Connected to the timer 0 output of progrmmable timer

8254.

RST 7.5

Connected to the EOP( End of process) pin of 8237.

Whenever terminal count is reached in a DMA transfer this pin

gives a low going pulse. This causes a RST 7.5 interrupt to the

8085.

INTR

Whenever the PC wants to interrupt 8085 it should output

any data on port address 6100. This sets a latch which makes
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the interrupt pin high. The interrupt acknowledge signal resets

the latch and also enables a buffer which puts data 'EF' on the

bus which is the code for RST 5. The latch is reset when CPU is

reset.

The 8085 can interrupt the PC on IRQ9. This can be done

by sending any data from 8085 on port address 10. This sets a

latch which makes the IRQ9 pin high. The PC on receiving the

interrupt should acknowledge by sending any data on port

address 5100. This will make IRQ9 pin low.

Salient features

- 8085 based Intelligent serial I/O

- 8/16K of local ROM, 8K of local RAM

- synchronous or asynchronous protocol

- dual RS-232-C or RS-422 with manchester

encoder/decoder

- 32K of dual ported RAH

- occupies one slot in PC backplane

- consumes 5V/3A
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APPENDIX A : VMI! BUS DETAILS

Row a

al-a8

a9

alO

all

al2

al3

al4

al5

al6

al7
al8

al9

a20

a21

a22

a23

a24-a30

a31

a32

DOO-DO7

GND

SYSCLK

GND

DS1*

DSO*

WR*

GND

DTACK*

GND

AS*

GND

IACK*

IACKIN*

IACKOUT*

AM4

AO7-A01

-12V

+5V

Row c

ol-c8

c9

clO

oil

cl2

cl3

cl4

cl5-c30

c31

c32

D08-D15

GND

SYSFAIL

BERR*

SYSRESET*

LWORD*
b

AM5

A23-A08

+ 12V

+5V

indicates active low signal
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APPENDIX D : I/O BUS DETAILS

Row c

al-a8

a9

alO

all
al2

al3

al4
al5

al6

al7

al8

al9

a20

a21

a22

a23

a30

a31

a32

D0O-D07

GND

GND
DS1*

DSO*

WR*

GND

GND

GND

AO1
-12V

+5V

cl-c8

c9

clO

ell

cl2

cl3

cl4

cl5

cl6

cl7

cl8

cl9

c2O

c21

c22

c31

c32

D08-D15

GND

BD*

AGND

GA1

GA2

GA3

GA4

GB1

GB2

GB3

GB4

+12V

+5V

indicates active low signal
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APPENDIX C : POWER REQUIREMENT

! MODULE

! CPU-86

! COM MOD

EMSI

J SPI

! AIM

! ROM

! WD

! RIM

; RMM

! COM MOD

NAME

(VME)

(PC) !

! 3

: 3

i 2

2

0

0

0.

0.

3.

+5V

(Amp)

.00A

.00A

.50A

.00A

50A

50A !

25A I

7OA !

00A

: +i5v
i (Amp)

O.IA

O.IA i

! -15V

! (Amp)

O.IA

O.IA :

! +24V !

! (Amp) ,

O.4A !

.025A !

0.4A !

The above table gives Die maxjmum current requirement for each

module*
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